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a blend of history science philosophy and environmentalism the tree is an engaging and elegant look at the life of the tree
and what modern research tells us about their future there are redwoods in california that were ancient by the time
columbus first landed and pines still alive that germinated around the time humans invented writing there are douglas firs
as tall as skyscrapers and a banyan tree in calcutta as big as a football field from the tallest to the smallest trees
inspire wonder in all of us and in the tree colin tudge travels around the world throughout the united states the costa
rican rain forest panama and brazil india new zealand china and most of europe bringing to life stories and facts about the
trees around us how they grow old how they eat and reproduce how they talk to one another and they do and why they
came to exist in the first place he considers the pitfalls of being tall the things that trees produce from nuts and rubber
to wood and even the complicated debt that we as humans owe them tudge takes us to the amazon in flood when the water
is deep enough to submerge the forest entirely and fish feed on fruit while river dolphins race through the canopy he explains
the memory of a tree how those that have been shaken by wind grow thicker and sturdier while those attacked by pests
grow smaller leaves the following year and reveals how it is that the same trees found in the united states are also
native to china but not europe from tiny saplings to centuries old redwoods and desert palms from the backyards of the
american heartland to the rain forests of the amazon and the bamboo forests colin tudge takes the reader on a journey
through history and illuminates our ever present but often ignored companions the noted novelist examines the impact of
nature on his own life and on that of urban civilized man concentrating in particular on his fascination with trees and their
key role in all of his fiction a stunning collection of portraits of favourite trees from around britain by photographer
adrian houston this is a wonderful book beautiful and important joanna lumley a must read for all conservationists
environmentalists and nature lovers sir richard branson adrian s stunning photographs capture the majesty of these iconic
trees geraint richards chair of action oak a portrait of the tree is a repository of memories and a testament to the british
landscape trees are revealed as religious signifiers historical landmarks national emblems sparked by a simple question
what is your favourite tree photographer adrian houston discovered a wealth of fascinating stories enmeshed with these
giants of the natural world some of miraculous survival others of sheltering royalty or witnessing history or simply of
personal grief and renewal adrian photographed each nominated tree looking utterly glorious spotlit by night bathed in
morning sunshine wreathed in delicate mist or blazing with autumn colour from the cedars of highclere castle to the plane
trees of london ancient pine woods of the scottish highlands to veteran oaks that have stood witness to time from
native stalwarts such as the monumental beech to endangered giant redwoods this stunning celebration bears witness to
the might and majesty of the lungs of the earth the tree includes joanna lumley tony kirkham dr george mcgavin antony
gormley jasper conran alice temperley alan titchmarsh sir richard carew pole the reverend lucy winkett the aim of the
revelation of the tree of life the theology of divine perfection is to show christians and non christians a brief presentation
of the fuller sense sensus plenior of god s revelation that began with the tree of life in the garden of eden and ended in the
triumph of the cross the procedure of comparing parallel subjects the principle of the repetition method the study of god s
perfection and god s sworn testimonies to man were the methods employed in the composition of this exposition the
revelation of the tree of life takes in the whole work of god s divine revelation the old and new testaments and interprets
them in context and according to apostolic tradition the mystery of the tree of life once thought impenetrable to human
knowledge will be unveiled the unveiling of the tree of life will reveal god s deeper salvific plan for mankind which is
directly connected with the institution of the holy eucharist for the tree of the cross is the tree of life after growing up
during the depression nana must overcome the adversity of a bad marriage while playing an important role in her niece s
childhood nana remarries during her golden years and is finally content with a perfect life a fatal illness strikes and nana
s influence on the life of her niece ends or does it woudstra s literary essays rooted in personal experience and travel are
long and loving looks into the mysterious heart of africa her writings explore topics as diverse as volcanic eruptions and
wild trees african art and ritual life in rwanda and turtle eggs in warm sand like annie dillard annette woudstra is a poet
of observation she carefully works experience and reflection to create sentences and scenes of exceptional clarity and
grace greg hollingshead an award winning writer and international journalist leads the general reader through ancient
egypt exploring the maze of facts and fantasies and examines egypt s place in the history of religion and monotheism in
particular volume 1 examines the conte haunted treehouses and mysterious fortune tellers are sure to scare in r l stine s
ghosts of fear street twice terrifying tales hundreds of years ago a tiny seedling begins its life in the dark dark tangle of
the new zealand bush over time the landscape changes and the tree remains but for how long volume 2 of 9 these books are
the first to fully map out the history of alien interaction with the earth past present and into the near future extending
the work of noted researchers such as erich von daniken and zecharia sitchin the book series goal is to show its readers the
extensive repercussions this interaction has had on life on this planet especially its formative role in the global
conspiracy known as the new world order ������� ������������������������� ��� �������� ����������
��������� ��������� ��������������� ��������� ������� ������������������������ ���������
������������������� � ����������� ������ ������������������ ���� ���� ���� brought up in the
depression johnny dasilva is leader of a fun and imaginative gang that lives out their dreams in the big tree in which each has
a branch that serves as the lone ranger s silver the race car of morey amsterdam the rocket ship of buck rogers the crow s
nest for black bart the pirate when world war ii broke out they tried every ruse their young imaginations could think of to
get into the marines army and navy but had to settle for the boy scouts but the faux pas war to end all wars came too
soon for the big tree gang johnny is best described by an aunt as having the millstone around the neck of having a strict
english episcopalian conscience and bucking bronco portuguese sexual proclivities two girls are in love with him one
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wealthy and popular the other sexually abused and who considered herself a worthless toy until she met johnny
whatever they knew about the facts of life male and female were learned pretty much by trial and error ������������
�������� ������ ������������������������ ������� ������������� �������������������� ����
�������� �������� this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important
we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work the forty year marriage of pastor joshua and c
mo delphine is not only full of god s blessings but has also given birth to a tree of life church which multiplies and has
become a blessing to the whole earth the anthology tells of the journey of how a glorious church has started with a
couple s relationship and expresses the couple s heartfelt love and gratitude to god on vacation in california miss
withersdiscovers that a twenty minute plane ride is long enough for murder because of the fog the man in the brown suit
arrives five minutes late for the ferry to catalina island if he wishes to reach his destination today his only option is the
dragonfly a twelve seat prop plane that makes up in speed what it lacks in comfort the ride is bumpy and all of the
passengers including a honeymooning couple a film producer and a would be adventuress find themselves feeling queasy but
none react as badly as the man in the brown suit who sweats shakes and screams i m dying i don t want to die and by the
time they reach catalina he already has vacationing schoolmarm hildegarde withers notices the corpse when they re taking
it off the plane an amateur sleuth with a nose for murder it doesn t take her long to deduce foul play but which of the
passengers was dastardly enough to commit murder in mid air the puzzle of the pepper tree is part of the hildegarde withers
mysteries series which also includes the penguin pool murder and murder on the blackboard major tree crops contribute
substantially to the economy of many developing countries on the asian african and latin american continents for example
coffee is the main revenue earner for kenya this book provides a comprehensive review of the agronomy botany taxonomy
genetics chemistry economics and future global prospects of a range of crops that have great food industrial and
economic value such as cocoa coffee cashew oil palm and natural rubber discusses the major tree crops of great economic
value to the developing world the author is an eminent scientist who has won numerous awards for his work in this area in
the hidden life of trees peter wohlleben shares his deep love of woods and forests and explains the amazing processes of life
death and regeneration he has observed in the woodland and the amazing scientific processes behind the wonders of which we
are blissfully unaware much like human families tree parents live together with their children communicate with them and
support them as they grow sharing nutrients with those who are sick or struggling and creating an ecosystem that
mitigates the impact of extremes of heat and cold for the whole group as a result of such interactions trees in a family or
community are protected and can live to be very old in contrast solitary trees like street kids have a tough time of it and
in most cases die much earlier than those in a group drawing on groundbreaking new discoveries wohlleben presents the
science behind the secret and previously unknown life of trees and their communication abilities he describes how these
discoveries have informed his own practices in the forest around him as he says a happy forest is a healthy forest and he
believes that eco friendly practices not only are economically sustainable but also benefit the health of our planet and
the mental and physical health of all who live on earth japanese edition of silverstein s perennial classic the giving tree a
tree that kept on giving until there was no more to give a story of friendship it comes complete with the original
illustrations by the beloved author of children s classics translated by murakami haruki in japanese distributed by tsai
fong books inc tresselt s classic story of the dead tree is given new life in this gloriously reillustrated volume the role
of an oak tree in the cycle of nature is revealed as an ancient tree even as it dies and returns to the earth provides
nourishment for new life all around it impressionistic illustrations beautifully reflect an evocative text kirkus reviews
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of among the trees at elmridge by ella rodman church digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this
work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant trees actual mythical and
metaphorical are at the heart of mankind s relationship to the natural world a relationship that serves as a powerful
index of both ecological and spiritual well being this book surveys the meaning of trees historical cultural scientific and
artistic the most up to date book on invertebrates providing a new framework for understanding their place in the tree of
life in the invertebrate tree of life gonzalo giribet and gregory edgecombe leading authorities on invertebrate biology and
paleontology utilize phylogenetics to trace the evolution of animals from their origins in the proterozoic to today
phylogenetic relationships between and within the major animal groups are based on the latest molecular analyses which
are increasingly genomic in scale and draw on the soundest methods of tree reconstruction giribet and edgecombe evaluate
the evolution of animal organ systems exploring how current debates about phylogenetic relationships affect the ways in
which aspects of invertebrate nervous systems reproductive biology and other key features are inferred to have developed
the authors review the systematics natural history anatomy development and fossil records of all major animal groups
employing seminal historical works and cutting edge research in evolutionary developmental biology genomics and
advanced imaging techniques overall they provide a synthetic treatment of all animal phyla and discuss their
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relationships via an integrative approach to invertebrate systematics anatomy paleontology and genomics with numerous
detailed illustrations and phylogenetic trees the invertebrate tree of life is a must have reference for biologists and
anyone interested in invertebrates and will be an ideal text for courses in invertebrate biology a must have and up to date
book on invertebrate biology ideal as both a textbook and reference suitable for courses in invertebrate biology richly
illustrated with black and white and color images and abundant tree diagrams written by authorities on invertebrate
evolution and phylogeny factors in the latest understanding of animal genomics and original fossil material ���� �����
�������� ������� ����������� ����������
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The Tree 2006-10-03 a blend of history science philosophy and environmentalism the tree is an engaging and elegant look
at the life of the tree and what modern research tells us about their future there are redwoods in california that were
ancient by the time columbus first landed and pines still alive that germinated around the time humans invented writing there
are douglas firs as tall as skyscrapers and a banyan tree in calcutta as big as a football field from the tallest to the
smallest trees inspire wonder in all of us and in the tree colin tudge travels around the world throughout the united
states the costa rican rain forest panama and brazil india new zealand china and most of europe bringing to life stories and
facts about the trees around us how they grow old how they eat and reproduce how they talk to one another and they
do and why they came to exist in the first place he considers the pitfalls of being tall the things that trees produce from
nuts and rubber to wood and even the complicated debt that we as humans owe them tudge takes us to the amazon in flood
when the water is deep enough to submerge the forest entirely and fish feed on fruit while river dolphins race through the
canopy he explains the memory of a tree how those that have been shaken by wind grow thicker and sturdier while those
attacked by pests grow smaller leaves the following year and reveals how it is that the same trees found in the united
states are also native to china but not europe from tiny saplings to centuries old redwoods and desert palms from the
backyards of the american heartland to the rain forests of the amazon and the bamboo forests colin tudge takes the
reader on a journey through history and illuminates our ever present but often ignored companions
The Tree 1979 the noted novelist examines the impact of nature on his own life and on that of urban civilized man
concentrating in particular on his fascination with trees and their key role in all of his fiction
A Portrait of the Tree 2021-10-07 a stunning collection of portraits of favourite trees from around britain by
photographer adrian houston this is a wonderful book beautiful and important joanna lumley a must read for all
conservationists environmentalists and nature lovers sir richard branson adrian s stunning photographs capture the
majesty of these iconic trees geraint richards chair of action oak a portrait of the tree is a repository of memories and a
testament to the british landscape trees are revealed as religious signifiers historical landmarks national emblems sparked
by a simple question what is your favourite tree photographer adrian houston discovered a wealth of fascinating stories
enmeshed with these giants of the natural world some of miraculous survival others of sheltering royalty or witnessing
history or simply of personal grief and renewal adrian photographed each nominated tree looking utterly glorious spotlit
by night bathed in morning sunshine wreathed in delicate mist or blazing with autumn colour from the cedars of highclere
castle to the plane trees of london ancient pine woods of the scottish highlands to veteran oaks that have stood
witness to time from native stalwarts such as the monumental beech to endangered giant redwoods this stunning
celebration bears witness to the might and majesty of the lungs of the earth the tree includes joanna lumley tony kirkham
dr george mcgavin antony gormley jasper conran alice temperley alan titchmarsh sir richard carew pole the reverend lucy
winkett
The Revelation of the Tree of Life: the Theology of Divine Perfection 2014-08-27 the aim of the revelation of the tree of
life the theology of divine perfection is to show christians and non christians a brief presentation of the fuller sense sensus
plenior of god s revelation that began with the tree of life in the garden of eden and ended in the triumph of the cross the
procedure of comparing parallel subjects the principle of the repetition method the study of god s perfection and god s
sworn testimonies to man were the methods employed in the composition of this exposition the revelation of the tree of life
takes in the whole work of god s divine revelation the old and new testaments and interprets them in context and
according to apostolic tradition the mystery of the tree of life once thought impenetrable to human knowledge will be
unveiled the unveiling of the tree of life will reveal god s deeper salvific plan for mankind which is directly connected with
the institution of the holy eucharist for the tree of the cross is the tree of life
Seasons of the Tree 2012-07 after growing up during the depression nana must overcome the adversity of a bad marriage
while playing an important role in her niece s childhood nana remarries during her golden years and is finally content with a
perfect life a fatal illness strikes and nana s influence on the life of her niece ends or does it
The Green Heart of the Tree 2010-03-01 woudstra s literary essays rooted in personal experience and travel are long
and loving looks into the mysterious heart of africa her writings explore topics as diverse as volcanic eruptions and wild
trees african art and ritual life in rwanda and turtle eggs in warm sand like annie dillard annette woudstra is a poet of
observation she carefully works experience and reflection to create sentences and scenes of exceptional clarity and grace
greg hollingshead
Egypt, Trunk of the Tree, Vol. I 2003-05 an award winning writer and international journalist leads the general reader
through ancient egypt exploring the maze of facts and fantasies and examines egypt s place in the history of religion and
monotheism in particular volume 1 examines the conte
Stay Away from the Tree House and Eye of the Fortuneteller 2009-12-29 haunted treehouses and mysterious fortune
tellers are sure to scare in r l stine s ghosts of fear street twice terrifying tales
The Tree of Humane Life. The Blood of the Grape, republished and enlarged by the Author 1654 hundreds of years ago a
tiny seedling begins its life in the dark dark tangle of the new zealand bush over time the landscape changes and the tree
remains but for how long
The Natural History of the Arbor Vit�: Or, the Tree of Life; Verify'd and Explain'd. Addressed to the Ladies, by a Member
of a Society of Gardeners. [In Verse.] 1732 volume 2 of 9 these books are the first to fully map out the history of alien
interaction with the earth past present and into the near future extending the work of noted researchers such as erich von
daniken and zecharia sitchin the book series goal is to show its readers the extensive repercussions this interaction has had
on life on this planet especially its formative role in the global conspiracy known as the new world order
The Story of the Tree 1998 ������� ������������������������� ��� �������� �������������������
��������� ��������������� ��������� ������� ������������������������ ������������������
���������� � ����������� ������ ������������������ ���� ���� ����
The Tree 2008-11-24 brought up in the depression johnny dasilva is leader of a fun and imaginative gang that lives out
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their dreams in the big tree in which each has a branch that serves as the lone ranger s silver the race car of morey
amsterdam the rocket ship of buck rogers the crow s nest for black bart the pirate when world war ii broke out they tried
every ruse their young imaginations could think of to get into the marines army and navy but had to settle for the boy
scouts but the faux pas war to end all wars came too soon for the big tree gang johnny is best described by an aunt as
having the millstone around the neck of having a strict english episcopalian conscience and bucking bronco portuguese
sexual proclivities two girls are in love with him one wealthy and popular the other sexually abused and who considered
herself a worthless toy until she met johnny whatever they knew about the facts of life male and female were learned
pretty much by trial and error
��� 2012-07 �������������������� ������ ������������������������ ������� ������������� ��
������������������ ������������ ��������
Where Were You Before The Tree of Life? Volume 2 2011-04-04 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the
original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we
believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving
and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work
���� 2019-06-28 the forty year marriage of pastor joshua and c mo delphine is not only full of god s blessings but has
also given birth to a tree of life church which multiplies and has become a blessing to the whole earth the anthology tells
of the journey of how a glorious church has started with a couple s relationship and expresses the couple s heartfelt
love and gratitude to god
The Tree of Young Dreamers 2014-04-10 on vacation in california miss withersdiscovers that a twenty minute plane ride
is long enough for murder because of the fog the man in the brown suit arrives five minutes late for the ferry to catalina
island if he wishes to reach his destination today his only option is the dragonfly a twelve seat prop plane that makes up
in speed what it lacks in comfort the ride is bumpy and all of the passengers including a honeymooning couple a film
producer and a would be adventuress find themselves feeling queasy but none react as badly as the man in the brown suit
who sweats shakes and screams i m dying i don t want to die and by the time they reach catalina he already has
vacationing schoolmarm hildegarde withers notices the corpse when they re taking it off the plane an amateur sleuth with
a nose for murder it doesn t take her long to deduce foul play but which of the passengers was dastardly enough to
commit murder in mid air the puzzle of the pepper tree is part of the hildegarde withers mysteries series which also includes
the penguin pool murder and murder on the blackboard
����� 2017-12-04 major tree crops contribute substantially to the economy of many developing countries on the asian
african and latin american continents for example coffee is the main revenue earner for kenya this book provides a
comprehensive review of the agronomy botany taxonomy genetics chemistry economics and future global prospects of a
range of crops that have great food industrial and economic value such as cocoa coffee cashew oil palm and natural
rubber discusses the major tree crops of great economic value to the developing world the author is an eminent scientist
who has won numerous awards for his work in this area
The Message of the Trees 2009-04 in the hidden life of trees peter wohlleben shares his deep love of woods and forests and
explains the amazing processes of life death and regeneration he has observed in the woodland and the amazing scientific
processes behind the wonders of which we are blissfully unaware much like human families tree parents live together with
their children communicate with them and support them as they grow sharing nutrients with those who are sick or
struggling and creating an ecosystem that mitigates the impact of extremes of heat and cold for the whole group as a
result of such interactions trees in a family or community are protected and can live to be very old in contrast solitary
trees like street kids have a tough time of it and in most cases die much earlier than those in a group drawing on
groundbreaking new discoveries wohlleben presents the science behind the secret and previously unknown life of trees and
their communication abilities he describes how these discoveries have informed his own practices in the forest around him as
he says a happy forest is a healthy forest and he believes that eco friendly practices not only are economically
sustainable but also benefit the health of our planet and the mental and physical health of all who live on earth
40th Tree of Life Marriage Thanksgiving Anthology 2024-02-21 japanese edition of silverstein s perennial classic the
giving tree a tree that kept on giving until there was no more to give a story of friendship it comes complete with the
original illustrations by the beloved author of children s classics translated by murakami haruki in japanese distributed by
tsai fong books inc
List of the Trees, Shrubs and Large Climbers Found in the Darjeeling District, Bengal 1878 tresselt s classic story of the
dead tree is given new life in this gloriously reillustrated volume the role of an oak tree in the cycle of nature is revealed
as an ancient tree even as it dies and returns to the earth provides nourishment for new life all around it impressionistic
illustrations beautifully reflect an evocative text kirkus reviews
Dwarf Mistletoe and Host Tree Interactions in Managed Forests of the Pacific Northwest 1980 digicat publishing presents
to you this special edition of among the trees at elmridge by ella rodman church digicat publishing considers every written
word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format
the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
The Puzzle of the Pepper Tree 2013-05-14 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains
as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work
is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
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scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Agronomy and Economy of Important Tree Crops of the Developing World 2010-04-22 trees actual mythical and
metaphorical are at the heart of mankind s relationship to the natural world a relationship that serves as a powerful
index of both ecological and spiritual well being this book surveys the meaning of trees historical cultural scientific and
artistic
The Hidden Life of Trees 2016-09-13 the most up to date book on invertebrates providing a new framework for
understanding their place in the tree of life in the invertebrate tree of life gonzalo giribet and gregory edgecombe leading
authorities on invertebrate biology and paleontology utilize phylogenetics to trace the evolution of animals from their
origins in the proterozoic to today phylogenetic relationships between and within the major animal groups are based on the
latest molecular analyses which are increasingly genomic in scale and draw on the soundest methods of tree
reconstruction giribet and edgecombe evaluate the evolution of animal organ systems exploring how current debates
about phylogenetic relationships affect the ways in which aspects of invertebrate nervous systems reproductive biology
and other key features are inferred to have developed the authors review the systematics natural history anatomy
development and fossil records of all major animal groups employing seminal historical works and cutting edge research in
evolutionary developmental biology genomics and advanced imaging techniques overall they provide a synthetic treatment
of all animal phyla and discuss their relationships via an integrative approach to invertebrate systematics anatomy
paleontology and genomics with numerous detailed illustrations and phylogenetic trees the invertebrate tree of life is a
must have reference for biologists and anyone interested in invertebrates and will be an ideal text for courses in
invertebrate biology a must have and up to date book on invertebrate biology ideal as both a textbook and reference
suitable for courses in invertebrate biology richly illustrated with black and white and color images and abundant tree
diagrams written by authorities on invertebrate evolution and phylogeny factors in the latest understanding of animal
genomics and original fossil material
Treatment and Care of Tree Wounds 1936 ���� ������������� ������� ����������� ����������
����� 2010-09
The Gift of the Tree 1992-03-24
The barren fig-tree; or, The doom and downfal of the fruitless professor ... To which is added, his Exhortation to peace and
unity among all that fear God 1762
Among the Trees at Elmridge 2022-08-01
Control of Insects on Deciduous Fruits and Tree Nuts in the Home Orchard 1975
The Tree Book 2015-09-02
The Tree 2012
The Tree 2016-10-10
Impact of Wastewater Irrigation on the Population of the Tree Hole Breeding Mosquito, Aedes Triseriatus (Diptera:
Culicidae) 1978
The Invertebrate Tree of Life 2020-03-03
Annual Meeting of the Missouri State Horticultural Society 1897
��������� 2017-12
Report on an Examination of the Street and Park Trees of Savannah, Georgia, and Surrounding Country 1897
Executive Documents of the State of Minnesota for the Year ... 1889
The Triumph of the Tree 1954
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